Construction

Shaping the future...

Paint and Coatings.
We have the solutions,
whatever you are building.

Any country. Any surface. Any color.
Every component of a building plays a vital role. And none more so
than its protective and decorative coatings, whether it's the paint on
the gleaming façades or the coating on the steel beams. Choosing the
right paint system is vital and it’s something we at AkzoNobel can take
care of for you.

A total paint system.
AkzoNobel supplies paint systems for any and every part of your
construction project. Paint systems that meet the most critical
standards. And supply them anywhere in the world.
With staff in over 80 countries, we have built a global reputation on
meeting exacting construction demands. Our Centers of Excellence
also mean we have an unrivalled expertise in paint technology. A lot
of knowledge, one simple source.
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Windows and curtain wall
High performance liquid PVDF and powder coatings for
all types of aluminum and steel fenestration and panels.

Cladding
A comprehensive range of paints which are either
factory applied on continuous coil for cladding, or
powder coatings for pre-formed panels.

Structural steel
High performance finishes, anti-corrosive and passive
fire protection for steel structures in commercial
buildings, stadia, airports, stations and high rise.

Masonry and wood
Architectural paints to brighten, protect
and preserve internally and externally.

Building components
A full range of coatings for every type of component from ceiling
tiles, switchgear, furniture, flooring and HVAC inside the building,
through to pipes and valves underground and street furniture.

Signage
Durable and colorful solutions to maintain brand image for
internal and external directional and company signage.

Concrete and floors
Systems to offer protection and to reduce maintenance
for floors and industrial environments.

AkzoNobel has the solution.
We have thousands of paints and
coatings specifically designed to
protect and decorate every type
of building component.
Whatever the size, complexity or
location of your project, we can
supply both the best technical advice
and the best paint solutions. Which
means less for you to worry about.

Windows and curtain wall
High performance liquid PVDF and powder coatings for
all types of aluminum and steel fenestration and panels.

Cladding
A comprehensive range of paints which are either
factory applied on continuous coil for cladding, or
powder coatings for pre-formed panels.

Structural steel
High performance finishes, anti-corrosive and passive
fire protection for steel structures in commercial
buildings, stadia, airports, stations and high rise.

Masonry and wood
Architectural paints to brighten, protect
and preserve internally and externally.

Building components
A full range of coatings for every type of component from ceiling
tiles, switchgear, furniture, flooring and HVAC inside the building,
through to pipes and valves underground and street furniture.

Signage
Durable and colorful solutions to maintain brand image for
internal and external directional and company signage.

Concrete and floors
Systems to offer protection and to reduce maintenance
for floors and industrial environments.
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1 Bligh St.
Sydney, Australia

Date
2011
Architect Ingenhoven Architects and Architectus
Products Interzinc™, Interplus™, Interfine™, Intercure™,
Interthane™

Sustainability
Sustainability
We don’t just care about our own
environmental impact, we care about
that of our customers too. That’s why
sustainability is a key driver throughout
our business - from our choice of raw
material suppliers to the longevity of
our products - we’re working to pass
on the benefits.
And we are as committed to our
communities as we are to our customers,
shareholders and employees. That's why
we launched a worldwide initiative called
the AkzoNobel Community Program.
It brings together highly motivated
employees and gives them the means to
make a real difference for local people.
Our commitment to sustainability is not
just tokenism. We’re actively working
to help our customers achieve their
environmental targets.

This 139-metre tall cylinder of glass floats like a
bubble amongst the other high-rises of downtown Sydney. The building is a radical departure
from normal buildings in more ways than its
striking appearance. Opened in 2011, it is the
most energy-efficient office building in the country,
with a 6 Star Green Star rating awarded by the
Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA). The
double-skinned glass façade not only allows light
to flood the building, but the outer skin protects
computerised sun shades that control the internal
temperature. In addition, the natural air flow of
the full-height atrium provides energy-efficient air
cooling. Add in solar panels and recycled rainwater
and you can see why it’s such a "green star".
The elliptical shape and lavish use of floor-toceiling glass, both internally and externally, not only
provides spectacular views over the harbour and
city, but creates a sense of space and community
within the building with none of the isolating
"boxes" of typical office high-rises. The ground floor
"vertical" garden plus rooftop terrace add to the
easy, relaxing environment. These attributes have
contributed to 1 Bligh Street being named the
regional winner of the Best Tall Building in the
World 2012 award.
Our paints, which are used both externally and
internally, were chosen to complement the
low-impact design of the building, offering a
combination of low volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), high performance and long-term color and
gloss durability. For example, internal steelwork is
coated with Intercure 99, a single-coat protective
system that not only cures quickly - saving both
time and energy compared with conventional
two-coat systems - but also has a level of VOCs
significantly below the limit set by GBCA.

1 Bligh St.
Sydney, Australia
Our research and development is firmly focused
on exploring ways to develop more sustainable
products, whether in their manufacture, their
application, their capabilities or their lifecycle.
This includes powder coatings that can be cured
at lower temperatures, liquid paints that release
fewer solvents and coatings that need little or no
maintenance or that can reflect heat.
At the same time, we are implementing sustainability
targets at all levels thoughout our business from
transport to packaging, from raw material extraction
to the use of water. By 2015, we aim to reduce the
Volatile Organic Compounds (which contribute
to low-level ozone) in our products by at least 25
percent and to achieve sustainable fresh water use
on all sites. And we’re well on target to reduce our
CO2 emissions by 20-25 percent by 2020.
These initiatives not only help us reduce our own
carbon footprint but also that of our customers.
They are measurable standards that help contribute
towards valuable and respected international
certification such as BREEAM and LEED accreditation.

Date
2011
Architect Ingenhoven Architects and Architectus
Products Interzinc™, Interplus™, Interfine™, Intercure™,
Interthane™

This 139-metre tall cylinder of glass floats like a
bubble amongst the other high-rises of downtown Sydney. The building is a radical departure
from normal buildings in more ways than its
striking appearance. Opened in 2011, it is the
most energy-efficient office building in the country,
with a 6 Star Green Star rating awarded by the
Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA). The
double-skinned glass façade not only allows light
to flood the building, but the outer skin protects
computerised sun shades that control the internal
temperature. In addition, the natural air flow of
the full-height atrium provides energy-efficient air
cooling. Add in solar panels and recycled rainwater
and you can see why it’s such a "green star".
The elliptical shape and lavish use of floor-toceiling glass, both internally and externally, not only
provides spectacular views over the harbour and
city, but creates a sense of space and community
within the building with none of the isolating
"boxes" of typical office high-rises. The ground floor
"vertical" garden plus rooftop terrace add to the
easy, relaxing environment. These attributes have
contributed to 1 Bligh Street being named the
regional winner of the Best Tall Building in the
World 2012 award.
Our paints, which are used both externally and
internally, were chosen to complement the
low-impact design of the building, offering a
combination of low volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), high performance and long-term color and
gloss durability. For example, internal steelwork is
coated with Intercure 99, a single-coat protective
system that not only cures quickly - saving both
time and energy compared with conventional
two-coat systems - but also has a level of VOCs
significantly below the limit set by GBCA.
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N
 ouveau Hall
7 Du Parc
D'Expositions
Villepinte, France
Date

2010

Architect Chaix & Morel et Associés
Products Interpon D2525

Sustainability

2

Masdar

City

Abu Dhabi, UAE
Date

2011 - 2012

Architect RW Armstrong, Turner
Products Interpon D2525

Did you know?
The use of adhesives to create Gulam
(laminated) support beams significantly
reduces the energy required in the
manufacturing process, reduces waste
and produces less water waste, creating
“Sustainable Strength”
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O'Siem

Pavillion

4

Squamish, Canada

5

Date

2011
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Peninsular
Shanghai, China
Date

Hotel

2009

Architect Fraserwood Industries

Architect David Wells Beer, FAIA

Products AkzoNobel Wood Adhesives

Products DuluxPro Interior & Ecosure

5

Rocheverá

Coporate Towers
São Paulo, Brazil

Date

2002 - 2011

Architect Aflalo & Gasperini Arquitetos
Products Interpon D1000

Sustainability

Shard
London, UK

Date
2012
Architect Renzo Piano Building Workshop
Products Interpon D2525 & Dulux

Tony Burns

Durability
Durability
Our paints and coatings are designed
to last. That doesn’t mean simply
looking good until the novelty of a new
building or structure has worn off but
continuing to look as good as new for
years to come. We take as much care
in developing our products as you
do in designing a project. This means
products that don’t lose their color,
gloss or depth despite the rigours of
the elements, come wind, rain or shine.
Or blizzards, frost and hailstorms,
come to that.

The shimmering, 310-metre-tall Shard, the Renzo
Piano-designed, glass-encased pyramid Western Europe’s tallest building - pierces
London’s skyline like a stab of crystal. It offers
offices, apartments, a spa, hotel rooms and
restaurants with dizzying 40-mile views across
the capital. A veritable vertical city. Stay there and
you’ll luxuriate in five-star service; dine there and
you can gaze at a three storey high atrium; live
there and you can boast the highest address in
the UK; work there and you can enjoy naturallyventilated gardens as well as mesmerising views.
A true 21st-century building, with durability and
sustainability as well as an almost tangible energy
at its core, it has been designed to achieve an
Excellent BREEAM rating. 95% of construction
materials and 20% of steelwork is recycled; tripleskin intelligent façades with automatic blinds
reduce solar gain and maximize natural light and
there are significantly more parking spaces for
bicycles than cars.
Working with a contract partner we supplied Dulux
Diamond Matt along with other Dulux Trade
products, delivering a durable cleanable finish for
internal decoration. We also supplied our
superdurable Interpon D2525 for the exterior
aluminum curtain wall that holds the thousands
of window units in place. This highly durable
powder coating provides a far superior level of
resistance to color and gloss change than traditional
powder coatings.

Shard
London, UK

Our superdurable powder coatings are available
for a wide variety of surfaces and in a wide variety
of colors. For example the Interpon D2525 series,
with over 20 years proven performance, is a
powder coating specifically designed for aluminum
extrusions and comes in a range of sleek, modern,
anodized colors as well as matt or satin finishes
ranging from subtle neutrals to acid-drop brights.
Trinar, our high performance liquid coating is
designed for exterior metal building components,
such as galvanized metal roofs, aluminum curtain
walls and zinc or aluminum coated steelwork. Using
PVDF resin technology, it has been monitored and
tested since the 1970s and has proven resistance to
weathering, sunlight fading, cracking and chalking.
For interiors, our professional products from
Sikkens, Glidden and Dulux provide both durability
and decoration. For example, the Dulux Trade
Diamond range delivers a finish that is ten times
more durable and resistant to scrubbing than
standard ranges, increasing the re-decoration
cycle from two to five years. This makes it ideal for
high traffic areas and ultimately saves money and
embodied carbon useage for the end user.

Date
2012
Architect Renzo Piano Building Workshop
Products Interpon D2525 & Dulux

Tony Burns

The shimmering, 310-metre-tall Shard, the Renzo
Piano-designed, glass-encased pyramid Western Europe’s tallest building - pierces
London’s skyline like a stab of crystal. It offers
offices, apartments, a spa, hotel rooms and
restaurants with dizzying 40-mile views across
the capital. A veritable vertical city. Stay there and
you’ll luxuriate in five-star service; dine there and
you can gaze at a three storey high atrium; live
there and you can boast the highest address in
the UK; work there and you can enjoy naturallyventilated gardens as well as mesmerising views.
A true 21st-century building, with durability and
sustainability as well as an almost tangible energy
at its core, it has been designed to achieve an
Excellent BREEAM rating. 95% of construction
materials and 20% of steelwork is recycled; tripleskin intelligent façades with automatic blinds
reduce solar gain and maximize natural light and
there are significantly more parking spaces for
bicycles than cars.
Working with a contract partner we supplied Dulux
Diamond Matt along with other Dulux Trade
products, delivering a durable cleanable finish for
internal decoration. We also supplied our
superdurable Interpon D2525 for the exterior
aluminum curtain wall that holds the thousands
of window units in place. This highly durable
powder coating provides a far superior level of
resistance to color and gloss change than traditional
powder coatings.
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W
 orld Financial
Centre
Shanghai, China
Date

2008

Architect 	Kohn Pederson Fox
Associates
Products 	DuluxPro Truglaze, Devthane
and Interpon D1000

Durability
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	Infra West

Torhout Belgium

Date

2011

Architect Architecture Crepain Binst nv
Products Sikkens
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RSA

Battle
House Tower
Mobile, USA
Date

2007

Architect 	Thompson, Ventulett,
Stainback & Associates Inc.
Products Trinar Extrusion Coatings

4

Capital

Gate

Abu Dhabi, UAE
Date

2011

Architect RMJM, Dubai
Products Interzinc, Intergard, 		
Interthane and Interchar 		
Intumsecent Fire Protection

Did you know?
Capital Gate is said to be the world’s furthest
leaning man-made tower and has been built
to lean 18 degrees westwards; more than four
times that of the Leaning Tower of Suurhusen
which in turns leans more than the famous
tower in Pisa. The gravitational pressure
caused by the 18-degree incline is countered
by a technique called “pre-cambered core”,
using a core of concrete reinforced with steel,
with the core deliberately built slightly
off-center.

Durability

GA Terminal
Schiphol Oost
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Date
2011
Architect VMX Architects, Amsterdam
Products AkzoNobel Coil Coatings

Color
Colorand
and
Design
Design
Paints and coatings need to work hard
but it would be a dull world if they didn’t
also look good. We take color very
seriously. In fact, we’re so passionate
about it, we have an Aesthetic Center
purely designed to explore and
understand the meaning and power of
color. We research color formulae and
predict color trends. Shiny, cool, bold,
subtle, metallic, silky, sparkle, solid,
transparent … You choose, we design.

Low cost budget airlines, heightened security and
perpetual queues have taken the excitement out of
air travel. The design of the General Aviation (GA)
Terminal at Schiphol-Oost, however, recaptures
the golden age of flying of the ‘50s and ‘60s and
gives it some contemporary verve. Set apart
from the main terminal buildings, yet still visible,
it handles private and business aircraft and their
passengers - a (literally) high-flying range of royalty,
celebrities, CEOs and assorted VIPs.
Opened in 2011, the building (offices, lounges,
terminal and car parking) combines the functional
with the sensational yet always remains userfriendly. Its streamlined looks and sweeps of
glass suggest supersonic travel, freedom and
lightness of movement. And, indeed, everything
is designed to make the whole business of travel
swift, easy, comfortable - and private. Passengers
are dropped off inside the terminal building on a
drive-through: sheltered from wind and rain, and
paparazzi cameras. Airside, the 12-metre wide,
magenta-colored canopy provides the same
protection, yet still allows light to flood the building.
The color, from our range of highly durable
fluoropolymer coil coatings, is bold, rich yet refined
and subtly suggests the "red carpet" treatment. It is
also used on the extrusions, reflecting warmth into
the interiors where it is again picked up by the soft
furnishings which contrast elegantly with the chic
black, white and grey interiors. From a distance,
the canopy tints the glass façade a luxurious pink,
turning the windows into a shimmering mirror.
The perfect glamorous backdrop to a, still thrilling,
mode of travel.

GA Terminal
Schiphol Oost
Amsterdam, Netherlands

AkzoNobel color experts understand the power of
color; its subtleties, its ability to create moods and
convey messages. They are also right at the cuttingedge of color trends. Each year they meet with
international designers, architects and critics who
have their fingers on the color pulse. They identify the
cultural moods and shifts and translate theses into
color themes. We then turn these into paint ranges.
Having chemists and technicians who are highly
creative means we can make colors that sparkle,
appear luminous, radiate light, appear matt and dense
or simulate the look of aluminum,stone or even silk.
You can choose from our standard ranges or we can
mix a color to your specifications. And, because we
have sites in over 80 countries worldwide, we can
perfectly match a color created in one location with
that at another. So, color consistency is guaranteed.

Date
2011
Architect VMX Architects, Amsterdam
Products AkzoNobel Coil Coatings

Low cost budget airlines, heightened security and
perpetual queues have taken the excitement out of
air travel. The design of the General Aviation (GA)
Terminal at Schiphol-Oost, however, recaptures
the golden age of flying of the ‘50s and ‘60s and
gives it some contemporary verve. Set apart
from the main terminal buildings, yet still visible,
it handles private and business aircraft and their
passengers - a (literally) high-flying range of royalty,
celebrities, CEOs and assorted VIPs.
Opened in 2011, the building (offices, lounges,
terminal and car parking) combines the functional
with the sensational yet always remains userfriendly. Its streamlined looks and sweeps of
glass suggest supersonic travel, freedom and
lightness of movement. And, indeed, everything
is designed to make the whole business of travel
swift, easy, comfortable - and private. Passengers
are dropped off inside the terminal building on a
drive-through: sheltered from wind and rain, and
paparazzi cameras. Airside, the 12-metre wide,
magenta-colored canopy provides the same
protection, yet still allows light to flood the building.
The color, from our range of highly durable
fluoropolymer coil coatings, is bold, rich yet refined
and subtly suggests the "red carpet" treatment. It is
also used on the extrusions, reflecting warmth into
the interiors where it is again picked up by the soft
furnishings which contrast elegantly with the chic
black, white and grey interiors. From a distance,
the canopy tints the glass façade a luxurious pink,
turning the windows into a shimmering mirror.
The perfect glamorous backdrop to a, still thrilling,
mode of travel.

Did you know?

2
1
3

The inspiration for The Blue City came from Bjørn Elvenes, whose concept led to the formation of a private
steering committee in 1998. Elvenes, a local artist, had chosen blue as a symbol of Sortland’s maritime and
fishing heritage. His idea was to paint all 17 blocks of the inner city in various shades of blue, with judicious
use of contrasting colors to create a distinct identity and three-dimensional presence for each building
within an overall design motif.
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B
 lue City

Sortland, Norway
Date

2008

Architect 	Sortland Council
Products 	Nordsjö

Color & Design

2

Casa Confetti
Utrecht, Netherlands
Date

2008

Architect 	Architectenbureau Marlies
Rohmer
Products Interpon D2525
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 all of
M
Indonesia
Indonesia

Date

2008

Architect PT. Airmas Asri
Products 	Exterior Dulux WS Pro
Interior Dulux Pentalite & Catylac
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A
 qua Tower

Chicago, USA
Date

2008

Architect Studio Gang Architects
Products Trinar Extrusion Coatings
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Edifício Jornalista

Roberto Marinho

Sao Paulo, Brazil
Date

2007

Architect 	KOM Arquitetura e
Planejamento

6

Outdoor

Centre

Roermond, Netherlands
Date

2008

Architect NIO Architecten, Rotterdam
Products 	EuraMica PVDF 3L, Pyrite
Red-Green

Products Interpon D1000

Color & Design

Sheikh Zayed
Bridge
Abu Dhabi, UAE

Date
2010
Architect Zaha Hadid
Products Intercure & Interthane

Protection
Protection
Our paints and coatings are more than
just the final layer; they can also be
designed to multi-task. Underneath their
good looks they fight hard to protect
your structure from rust and corrosion,
from mechanical wear and tear, or from
the damaging effects of accidental
impacts. They can actively prevent fire
from weakening the structural steel;
they can even repel graffiti and dirty
finger marks.

Nicknamed the "almost unbuildable bridge",
this sinuous, 842-metre-long structure - more
sculpture than bridge - is the third, and flagship,
bridge that connects Abu Dhabi city, capital of
the United Arab Emirates, to the mainland. With
architect Zaha Hadid’s signature style of swoops,
curves and bold geometric planes, like all her work
it is designed to evoke the spirit of the surrounding
landscape - in this case, sand dunes. Steel and
concrete arches rise above the road-deck in the
middle of the bridge to separate the twin four-lane
highways before diving underneath and appearing
again on the outside. At night, a dynamic lighting
system accentuates the flowing nature of the
bridge and reflects the exciting, fast-paced nature
of the city.
A highly complex structural exercise, with
complicated torsion, compression and tension
calculations, (involving 11,000 tons of structural
steel, 4,500 tons of prestressing steel, 36,000
tons of reinforcing steel and 250,000 cubic
metres of concrete), it was also essential that the
bridge was designed to be long-lasting in order
to minimize the environmental impact. The paint
system on the structural steel and arches not only
had to provide corrosion protection, but had to be
able to withstand temperature variations from 30
to 50˚C without losing color or gloss.

Sheikh Zayed
Bridge
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Our products have been rigorously tested. The
Interchar fire resistance range, for example, offers
protection for up to three hours and to temperatures
of at least 1100˚C. It works by keeping the steel
structure below critical core temperature, and
is equally effective on standard steel beams and
columns as on intricately moulded sections.
For corrosion resistance, our Interfine range used on some of the world’s most iconic buildings
such as the London Eye and Beijing Olympics
stadium - has a proven track record of withstanding
demanding environmental conditions and thus
significantly reducing the need for maintenance.
And our Interpon EC powder coating shrugs off
graffiti and other stains. It is available in a clear-coat
as well as a range of colors or can be custom-made
to match specific requirements.
The beauty of all our protective coatings is that they
look good while working hard. There’s no need to
compromise on appearance, effectiveness - or, more
importantly, the overall design objectives.

Date
2010
Architect Zaha Hadid
Products Intercure & Interthane

Nicknamed the "almost unbuildable bridge",
this sinuous, 842-metre-long structure - more
sculpture than bridge - is the third, and flagship,
bridge that connects Abu Dhabi city, capital of
the United Arab Emirates, to the mainland. With
architect Zaha Hadid’s signature style of swoops,
curves and bold geometric planes, like all her work
it is designed to evoke the spirit of the surrounding
landscape - in this case, sand dunes. Steel and
concrete arches rise above the road-deck in the
middle of the bridge to separate the twin four-lane
highways before diving underneath and appearing
again on the outside. At night, a dynamic lighting
system accentuates the flowing nature of the
bridge and reflects the exciting, fast-paced nature
of the city.
A highly complex structural exercise, with
complicated torsion, compression and tension
calculations, (involving 11,000 tons of structural
steel, 4,500 tons of prestressing steel, 36,000
tons of reinforcing steel and 250,000 cubic
metres of concrete), it was also essential that the
bridge was designed to be long-lasting in order
to minimize the environmental impact. The paint
system on the structural steel and arches not only
had to provide corrosion protection, but had to be
able to withstand temperature variations from 30
to 50˚C without losing color or gloss.
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Terminal

2,
Dublin Airport
Dublin, Eire
Date

Protection

2010

2

Metricon

Stadium

Carrarra, Australia
Date

2011

Architect 	Pascall + Watson

Architect 	Populous

Products 	Dulux Trade

Products Interfine Polysiloxane

Did you know?
Making the most of the sun’s power, the
glass edge of the Metricon stadium roof
is made from high-efficiency solar panels.
In an Australian first, up to 20 percent of
the stadium’s total electricity needs will
be generated by this Solar Halo. Solar
PV panelling up to five metres wide is
installed around the inner edge of the roof,
maximizing solar harvesting, whilst also
being a very visible feature of the stadium.

3
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Dubai

Metro

Dubai, UAE
Date

2010 - 2011

Architect Linder Depa, Atkins
Products 	Interpon D1036,
Interpon D2525,
AkzoNobel Coil Coatings

4

Jawaharlal

Nehru Stadium
New Delhi, India
Date

1982 & 2010

Architect Architekten von Gerkan, Marg
und Partner for 2010 redesign
Products 	Interzinc 52,
Interthane 870, Interfine 878

Protection

LKAB
Mine
Kiruna, Sweden

Date
2010
Products Lumitec Light & Space from Nordsjö

Innovation
Innovation
Coatings that keep your building cool?
Paints that make a room brighter?
Colors that ‘feel’ soft or look like stone?
Finishes that protect against microbes?
AkzoNobel love pushing the boundaries
of paint and coatings technology. We
recognise that customers’ requirements
constantly change and evolve. We also
know that customers expect not only
creative but practical answers. Our aim is
to stay one step ahead of our customers’
needs so we can provide them with tried
and tested, effective, economically viable
and sustainable solutions.

Working deep below ground brings particular
problems including lack of fresh air, rockfall dangers
and hazardous fumes. Solutions can be costly.
Providing adequate light to work by, when daylight
is non-existent, might be thought to be expensive,
but at the LKAB mine in Kiruna, northern Sweden
- the world’s largest underground iron ore mine,
producing 76,000 tons daily - a lick or two of paint
has provided a remarkably cost-effective answer.
Incorporating our patented LumiTec technology,
the AkzoNobel paint used in the underground
workshops reflects up to 40 percent additional light
compared with conventional coatings. The result
is a brighter, more pleasant working environment.
LumiTec’s benefits do not just extend to
underground settings. As it works on the principle
of both reflecting more light and absorbing less
light, it means conventional above-ground spaces
have a reduced need for artificial lighting. Energy
savings of up to 22 percent can be achieved. It
also creates the impression of more space. So, a
win-win situation all round.

LKAB
Mine
Kiruna, Sweden
We have 4,000 scientists and technicians around
the world dedicated to leading-edge research and
product and process development. This work ranges
from developing powder paints that cure at ultra-low
temperatures - thus giving significant energy cost
savings - to coatings that mimic the look of anodized
aluminum in a one-coat finish.
Some of our latest work is on paints and coatings
to help customers achieve specific environmental
targets. For example, our Cool Chemistry ranges
contain infrared reflective pigments to deflect solar
heat. When used on roofs or walls it can reduce air
conditioning costs by up to 15 percent.
And in an era of ever-increasing health and safety
standards, we have developed coatings such as
Interpon AM and Sikkens Alpha SanoProtex, which
can reduce levels of microbes by up to 99 percent.
Their applications are not just restricted to hygiene
sensitive areas, such as hospitals and catering
operations, but anywhere with high levels of public
contact, such as self-service machines, transport
services and leisure complexes.

Date
2010
Products Lumitec Light & Space from Nordsjö

Working deep below ground brings particular
problems including lack of fresh air, rockfall dangers
and hazardous fumes. Solutions can be costly.
Providing adequate light to work by, when daylight
is non-existent, might be thought to be expensive,
but at the LKAB mine in Kiruna, northern Sweden
- the world’s largest underground iron ore mine,
producing 76,000 tons daily - a lick or two of paint
has provided a remarkably cost-effective answer.
Incorporating our patented LumiTec technology,
the AkzoNobel paint used in the underground
workshops reflects up to 40 percent additional light
compared with conventional coatings. The result
is a brighter, more pleasant working environment.
LumiTec’s benefits do not just extend to
underground settings. As it works on the principle
of both reflecting more light and absorbing less
light, it means conventional above-ground spaces
have a reduced need for artificial lighting. Energy
savings of up to 22 percent can be achieved. It
also creates the impression of more space. So, a
win-win situation all round.
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S
 hanghai World Expo
Cultural Centre
Shanghai, China
Date

2010

Architect 	East China Architectural Design and
Research Institute
Products 	DuluxPro Interior, Dulux Pro Floorshield,
AkzoNobel Coil Coatings

Innovation
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Media-TIC

Barcelona, Spain
Date

2011

Architect Enric Ruiz-Gel, Cloud 9
Products Interchar Intumescent
Fire Protection

3

Hospital

Did you know?

São Luiz

The façade of Media-TIC utilizes an ETFE
“skin” which can inflate and deflate in order to
regulate the temperature inside the building.

Date

Situated in the centre of Barcelona the building
is a futuristic mixed use development which
won World Building of the Year at the World
Architectural Festival 2011.

São Paulo, Brazil
2008

Architect Zanettini Arquitetura
Products Interpon D1000

Innovation

Five specialist businesses, many well known brands, 80 different countries AkzoNobel can satisfy your paint requirements, however large or complex,
regardless of location. Our job is to make sure you have the most suitable
paint for your project.
But it doesn’t stop there. As we can deliver to
virtually anywhere in the world we can ensure
consistent color matching and can provide technical
support. Our teams will not only advise on paint
selection and specification, but can also supervise
the application process, oversee on-site installation
work and advise on future maintenance. With staff in
almost every country, we can coordinate deliveries

to multiple sites and ensure standardization of
products. Our worldwide laboratories and Centers
of Excellence can also provide bespoke products
and colors.

Coil & Extrusion Coatings

Powder Coatings

Cladding, Window and Curtain Wall
Used on steel and aluminum cladding for façades,
roofing and general cladding. AkzoNobel’s coil
coatings are available in a full spectrum of colors.
TRINAR® is a high performance fluoropolymer
coating system engineered to bring long lasting color
to the architectural aluminum extrusion industry. We
have a complete range of products that will make
your next project stand out, no matter what AAMA
specification you require.

You would, of course, expect nothing less from
the world’s biggest paint manufacturer.

Windows, Curtain Wall, Cladding and Building
Components
Our architectural powder coatings are designed
for all areas of the construction industry. We have
products for simple windows and doors, through to
amazing facades, ceilings, verandas, fencing, railings,
balustrades and internal partitioning. Many of today’s
buildings require sustainable solutions. So we also
supply coatings for solar panels, sun shades/brise
soleil, blinds and shutters. And our comprehensive
anti-corrosion systems, which feature a compatible
rust-prevention primer, allow our attractive finishes to
flourish for many years on steel. Resicoat powders
protect rebar, pipes and valves.

Wood Finishes & Adhesives
Structural Timber, Joinery and Furniture

Wood coatings beautify anything made from wood
used in construction from structural elements to
decorative facades.
Manufacturers of wood products rely on AkzoNobel’s
market-leading wood adhesives and board resins
as the bonding agents in engineered wood and
laminates. These products are used to make
furniture, cabinetry, flooring and constructive wood
components like I-beams and window frames.
Architects design using engineered wood because it
is more dimensionally stable and uniform than solid
wood. Engineered wood products actually offer
manufacturers a stronger, more durable substrate than
traditional wood, thanks in part to our Casco Adhesive
systems that provide innovative permanent bonding
solutions for all types of engineered wood.
We also supply the finishes to protect office furniture,
cabinetry and flooring used inside the building.

Decorative Paints
Masonry and Wood
Our globally recognized brands such as Dulux, Sikkens
and Glidden are renowned for their performance.
Designed to protect in the harshest environments
yet add beauty, contrast and flair to your design. Our
Decorative Paints businesses supply full ranges of
interior & exterior decoration and protection products
for professional users including paints, lacquers and
varnishes, as well as products for surface preparation.

Protective Coatings

Anticorrosion, Fire Protection and Decoration
of Structural Steel
When you need to protect steel from corrosion and
enhanced its design credentials then protective
coatings from International Paint give you the edge.
For all types of structures we have a complete range
of products. For the exterior steel you can rely on
our Interfine range of polysiloxane finish coatings to
provide lasting color and gloss retention while offering
superb corrosion protection to reduce the need for
maintenance. Systems for protecting and maintaining
concrete structures and floors complete the package.

Fire Protection
The Interchar range provides solutions where the
need for lasting fire protection and good aesthetics
is paramount. For buildings such as airports, offices,
and hotels, Interchar offers protection against
cellulosic fires and is designed to keep steel below
critical core temperature for longer.

Interchar

TM

AkzoNobel
Whatever your project.
Wherever you are in the world.
We have a paint system that
meets your needs.
Five specialist businesses
Dozens of well-known brands
Hundreds of paint and coating systems
Thousands of colors
The AkzoNobel Group operates in over 80 countries and can supply
virtually any global destination. We can advise on the best paint
choice, supervise application, oversee on-site installation, provide
technical support, mix bespoke colors, develop bespoke products,
and ensure consistent color matching. As the world’s biggest paint
manufacturer, we are determined to offer the world’s best service.

AkzoNobel can provide the coatings for your next
project. For expert advice backed by a world class
track record, contact AkzoNobel Global Solutions.

Email: globalsolutions@akzonobel.com

We can provide the first point of contact and will then
coordinate the response from each of our specialists
in the dedicated business areas.

Visit: www.akzonobel.com/globalsolutions

Call:

+44 (0) 7770 930626
www.akzonobel.com

www.akzonobel.com
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AkzoNobel is the largest global paint and
coatings company and a major producer of
specialty chemicals. We supply industries
and consumers worldwide with innovative
products and are passionate about
developing sustainable answers for our
customers. Our portfolio includes well known
brands such as Dulux, Sikkens, International
and Eka. Headquartered in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, we are a Global Fortune 500
company and are consistently ranked as one
of the leaders in the area of sustainability.
With operations in more than 80 countries,
our 55,000 people around the world are
committed to excellence and delivering
Tomorrow’s Answers Today™.

